Assessment Day
COVID-19 Protocols

The Judges Evaluators and Technical Panel Committee (JET) has implemented the following
protocols to be put in place at Assessment Days during COVID19.
Please note that these protocols are in addition to the Skate Canada Manitoba Return to Play
Protocols located on our website.
Please note that all Assessment Days are subject to additional restrictions or changes due to
current public health orders including changes to the Pandemic Response System zone color.
1. During COVID protocols requests to hold an Assessment Day shall be sent to Shauna
Marling at skate.exec@sportmanitoba.ca no later than two weeks prior to the
requested date, with the following information:
a. Requested Date
b. Host Club
c. Type of event (Assessment Day)
d. Location of Rink
e. Length of event (ice times)
f. Number of anticipated participants
Once approved by the office the request will be forwarded to the Section Assessment
Day Coordinator (Diane Harder) and JET Committee for approval.
2. The JET committee will work diligently to assign an Assessor in a timely manner and will
communicate with the club once one has been assigned.
3. Masks are mandatory within the facility at all times, with the exception of athletes on
the ice.
4. The Assessor (Evaluator) has the authority to ask skaters, members, volunteers,
coaches, etc… to leave if they feel that they are unwell.
5. A designated assessing space shall be given in the stands and at ice level for the
Assessor. This space shall be sanitized prior to the Assessor entering the area and shall
remain closed to all others until the Assessor is done for the day.
i. In the Stands:
1. The Assessor shall be given their own space to sit in the stands. This
space must maintain a minimum of 6ft (2m) from all others at all times.
No one else, including the assessment chair will be permitted within a
6ft (2m) radius of the designated space.
2. We recommend that the assessor and the test chair choose a specific
place to leave completed assessment papers that is outside of the
designated Assessing space. This will be to allow for the Assessor to
leave the papers, and the assessment chair to retrieve the papers.
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ii. At Ice Level
1. The Assessor shall be given their own space within a player’s box at ice
level. This space must maintain a minimum of 6ft (2m) from all others
at all times. No one else, including the assessment chair will be
permitted within a 6ft (2m) radius of the designated space.
2. There shall be a designated spot for the Skater’s Coach to stand within
the players box. This spot must be sanitized between each coach
changeover and must be at minimum 6ft away from the Assessor.
a. If 6ft (2m) of space cannot be maintained, or there needs to be
frequent change overs in coaches we recommend that coaches
are in skates on the ice so that they can stand 6ft (2m) back
from the boards and the Assessor.
3. We recommend that the assessor and the assessment chair choose a
specific place to leave completed assessment papers that is outside of
the designated Assessing space. This will be to allow for the Assessor to
leave the papers, and the assessment chair to retrieve the papers.
iii. For both scenarios
1. Hand Sanitizer must be available to the Assessors, Coaches, and
Skaters.
2. Assessors will be asked to bring their own clipboards and writing
utensils
3. Assessors will be asked to bring their own blankets
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